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Abstract

Computing hungry multimedia web applications need to efficiently utilize all the resources of a device. HTML5 web workers is a non-sharing concurrency platform that enables multimedia web application to utilize the available multi-core hardware. HTML5 web workers are implemented by major browser vendors to facilitate concurrent execution in web clients and enhance the quality of ambitious web applications. The concurrent execution in web workers allows parallel processing using available cores at the expense of communication overhead and extra computation. The benefits of concurrent execution can be maximized by balancing load across workers/CPU cores. This work presents load-balancing algorithms between web workers using parameters such as scheduler throughput, computation priority and game entities locality. An award-winning web-based multimedia game (raptjs.com) is used to evaluate the performance of load balancing algorithms. The preliminary results indicated that the performance of game improved with the proposed load-balancing across web workers. The load balancing algorithms were developed on top of DOHA [1], an open source JavaScript execution
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layer for multimedia applications. The load between web workers is transferred between web workers via serialized objects. Effects of load transfer between on the overall application performance was measured by analysing jitter and number of frames per second. Load balancing algorithms and load transfer mechanism can be used by developers to improve the application design, and giving end users better perceived quality of experience for demanding multimedia web based applications.
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1 Introduction

Performance has been improved steadily due to increased CPU clock speeds, and now the programming paradigms requires efforts to improve application performance using distribution and/or parallelism. One of the outcome of such an effort is HTML5 [2] framework or HTML5 web workers [3] that utilize the multi-core processors. HTML5 web workers provides an API to run scripts in background without locking the user interface resulting in speedy execution of computational expensive applications.

The quality of ambitious application is also leveraged by HTML5 web workers concurrent execution. The concurrent execution of web workers is achieved by utilizing the available CPU cores to execute parallel tasks. Concurrency execution can be enhanced further by balancing loads between CPU cores. However transferring load or computation between web worker will always come at the cost of communication overhead and extra computation.

Games and other ambitious web applications are shifting the performance optimization focus from the download and parsing time of web files to the runtime performance. Memory, CPU cores and graphical capabilities of devices affects user experience positively or negatively of the web based games based on the resources specification. CPU cores are the units responsible for processing all the computation of the web based games. HTML5 web workers introduced a shared-nothing concurrency model as the first step toward concurrent web applications, as is shown in Figure 1. Although it provides concurrent execution but have limitations in terms of load balancing/sharing between cores at run time. Transferring or migrating computation across the CPU cores will leverage the concurrency performance. The load of the web based game on multi-core processors can be exchanged so as to maintain the load balanced across cores.
In this work a concurrent execution model is proposed that leverage the existing concurrent model that is hindered by overloaded core. The proposed approach exchange loads between CPU cores at run time based on either on the scheduler statistics or game world entities position with respect to game player position. In addition to load exchange mechanism, this work also presents load-balancing algorithms between web workers using parameters such as scheduler throughput, computation priority and game entity locality. An award-winning web-based multimedia game (raptjs.com) is used to evaluate the performance of load balancing algorithms. The preliminary results indicates that the performance of the game improved with effective load-balancing across web workers.

The proposed execution model and the three load balancing algorithms were developed on top of DOHA. It is an open source JavaScript execution layer for multimedia applications. DOHA provides publish-subscribe layer to support communication across concurrent execution threads (the main browser thread and worker threads). The load between web workers is transferred between web workers via serialized objects. The first algorithm uses the number of events dispatched by the event-loop (scheduler throughput) to balance load between cores. The web worker communicates the number of events dispatched per second to the main thread periodically. The main thread ensures the same number of events (i.e., computations) is processed in each worker and informs the overloaded worker to shed some of its load to less
loaded workers (irrespective of their location). This algorithm has superior performance but it is only appropriate when most game entities have no locality constraints. For most games locality is critical, so the second and third algorithms respect game entities position in the game world while balancing loads. The second algorithm splits the game world into zones such that each zone has an equal number of entities. Each zone is assigned to a worker. As the game entities move in the world, the zones are updated periodically to maintain an equal load across workers. The third algorithm uses both locality and priority of entities to make load balancing decisions. Entity priority is defined by the contribution to the perceived quality using different spatial and temporal criteria, such as distance. This load balancing algorithm ensures that each web worker have the same number of high priority entities.

The performance of proposed algorithm was analysed by quantifying the delay incurred by each game entity due to processor execution of the simulation loop. A brief definition of jitter, frames per second (FPS) and priority is mentioned in evaluation section of paper, whereas a detailed description of it is mentioned in DOHA [1]. An award winning web based game RAPT is augmented with capability to exchange load between web workers at run time using serialization and de-serialization of game entities. The performance of the application showed improvement in performance by employing the load balancing algorithm. These techniques can be used by developers to improve the application design giving end users better perceived quality of experience for demanding multimedia web based applications.

2 Related Work

Concurrency available in modern hardware provides a framework for programming models to speed up application computations. Shared memory programming model was not accepted by web development community due to dead lock and live locks. Web development community adopted message passing programming models to achieve concurrency. For example HTML5 adopted web workers as a message passing programming model. However, message passing approaches in general suffers from high cost of communication.

Web development community exploit parallel hardware without changing their programming style and avoids to learn new language and learn new semantics. River Trail [4] provides development community a programming model that caters these needs of development community. It is a data-parallel programming model API using the concept of parallel array as a
fundamental abstraction of parallel computation. The model allows spawned tasks immutable access to their parent’s state and siblings are free to allocate and mutate their local heap. However, siblings cannot communicate with each other. River Trail uses a fine grained data-parallel model and on purpose avoids the concept of thread and scheduling. In contrast to this, our approach employs web worker concept to achieve parallelism. Each web worker scheduler process its events and communicates its state to main thread. Web workers communicate and exchange states using JSON Objects.

TigerQuoll [5] API provides JavaScript applications a framework to extends single-threaded event-based JavaScript programming with support of parallelism. At runtime it executes multiple event handler function in parallel to ensure consistent view of the shared memory. Meanwhile our approach used the event driven approach introduced in DOHA [1] for each web worker to executes its events. To keep a consistent view of shared states, the main thread is notified using a global event notifier. Our approach is more focused for multimedia based client side JavaScript application.

Although the traditional approach of loading a web page is mainly constraint due to the blocking manner of processing of script objects. In Fast and Parallel [6], bottlenecks due to parsed representation of page and its processing were analysed. It introduced algorithms to minimize the bottlenecks due to CSS selectors, layout and rendering objects in loading a web page. It applied parallelism within every step such as during CSS selectors matching, box and text layout, glyph handling, and painting and rendering.

ParaScript [7] focused on dynamic parallelism of compute-intensive JavaScript application. It performs automatic speculative parallelization of loops and generate multiple threads to concurrently execute iteration in these applications. It also introduced a novel speculation system that detects miss-speculations occurring during parallel execution and rolls back the browser state to a previously correct checkpoint.

In DOHA [1] adaptation policies were developed for game entities to define relative importance among different game entities in each game loop iteration. Priority was introduced to dictate events execution based on the game entities distance from the game players. It also implemented an execution layer on top of HTML5 web workers to enable scalable quality in interactive multimedia application. Concurrency issues such as state management and load balancing was dealt using event driven programming model. In our work we augmented the concurrency execution further by incorporating multimedia applications objects as transferable across web workers based on one of following heuristics
i.e., event loop throughput (scheduler), proximity of objects in game world and priority of objects.

ParallelJS [8] proposed a framework, that enables developers to use high performance data parallel GPUs in standard web applications. Applications are written in combination of JavaScript and the constructs defined in ParallelJS library. The program can be either executed in either CPI or translated to PTX and executed in the GPU.

Existing approaches mentioned in this section and others available in web browser and literature tackles concurrent execution at a various levels. For instance utilizing parallelism for layout, modularizing the task and executing them, use of GPU for specific processes, and utilizing multi-cores architectures. In this paper, DOHA, an event driven programming model that focused on introducing parallelism and prioritization criteria to minimize the blockage of script objects is leveraged with runtime load sharing capability. The fine granularity defined in DOHA in terms of events type and its execution priorities provided a platform to identify each web worker workload. Based on workload identification events scheduler is dynamically altered to offload loads across web workers. This paper presents the core idea of load sharing across web workers using different load balancing algorithms for enhancement of concurrency execution of web browsers.

3 Design and Implementation

Concurrent execution of browser performs better than the single-threaded execution browser. DOHA, an execution layer on top of JavaScript engines that enhances event-driven concurrency model introduced a MultiProc API. This API provides a platform to develop concurrent web applications with centralized and distributed architecture based concurrency. In this paper a load sharing and load-balancing algorithms were proposed and tested on top of the DOHA concurrent execution engine. The platform partitions the game entities statically and distributed excessive loads by employing load balancing algorithms.

3.1 Load Balancing

Load balancing algorithm evenly distribute load between resources. Each web worker load is measured periodically and evenly balanced using the proposed load balancing algorithms. For measuring load of each web worker, the event loop throughput (scheduler throughput) defined in DOHA, position of
application entities and the position entities in proximity of players in the game world were identified and used as load metrics. Moreover, a communication architecture provided in DOHA is adopted to exchange both load status messages and excessive load of web workers. All the communication of messages is exchanged between web workers via the main thread. The main thread is also empowered to make load balancing decisions. JavaScript based multimedia application uses main thread for the simulation of the game entities at each tick. The availability of all entities information at each tick make it ideal design choice to have a centralized decision making.

1) Event loop (scheduler) throughput (Events dispatched per second): Players movement in a game world changes computation load at web workers. Web worker scheduler throughput is one of the option to considered to quantify load. Heuristic based decision are appropriate for real time decision system. Exchange of heuristics between web workers and main thread is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the message sequence diagram for scheduler throughput based load balancing algorithm. Each web worker sends its respective scheduler throughput periodically to main thread. Upon reception of each worker throughput, the main thread computes average load and label worker

![Figure 2](image-url) Load balancing using scheduler throughput.
as either overloaded or underloaded. The excessive load of web workers is distributed among underloaded web workers. The main thread direct the web workers to offload some of game entities to underloaded web workers based on percentage set by the main thread. The overloaded web worker offload the load to respective underloaded web worker and the underloaded web worker add the new workload to its scheduler.

Table 1 represents the information collected by main thread in order to make load balancing decision. In the table, \( \text{wid} \) represent web worker ID, \( l_k \) represent current load of a worker with ID \( k \), \( \mu \) as average load of all the worker, and \( \Delta_k \) as difference between current load and average load. It shows an example of how the main thread evenly compute load between worker. In the table one can see that \( \text{wid}1 \) and \( \text{wid}3 \) are overloaded with 33.75% and
Table 1  Load balancing using events dispatched per second

| wid | \( l_k \) | \( \mu = \frac{1}{5} \sum_{k=1}^{5} l_k \) | \( \Delta_k = |\mu - l_k| \) | Status |
|-----|--------|-----------------|-----------------|--------|
| 1   | 400    | 265             | 135             | 33.75% | Overload |
| 2   | 200    | 265             | 65              | 32%    | Under-load |
| 3   | 180    | 265             | 85              | 47%    | Under-load |
| 4   | 280    | 265             | 15              | 5%     | Overload |

5% of extra load respectively. To avoid unnecessary migration of entities we introduced a criteria to consider a worker overloaded if its load exceed by 10% from the average. Only web worker i.e., \( wid1 \) is instructed by the main thread to offload its 33% of load to underloaded workers.

2) Locality as load balancing: Game world is a space and objects lies in the space. The objects manifest itself by moving, colliding and interacting with other objects. The locality or spatial information of an object at any instant of time is critical for the game engine and processor. Effectively utilizing locality information for concurrent execution of multimedia application can leverage the performance of computing. For instance assigning load to web workers based on locality for a game that have 10 players and 400 enemies and each web worker process only those player and game entities that lies in a space assigned to a web worker. Object movement such as of player and enemies are reported to another web worker if the object have moved to a space that is not in jurisdiction of the current web worker. These object need to be transferred as well to another web worker but is limited with design constraint of the architecture to exchange states with each other. On the contrary if these objects are not transferred to other web worker and movement of objects result in unfair load uneven distribution based on initial distribution. The locality as a metric for load balancing algorithm was proposed to overcome this scenario.

As a use case a load balancing scheme using locality is presented where each web worker load is assigned based on the spatial attribute of the objects in the game world. The game world is equally partitioned to each web worker based on the spatial attribute of object as shown in Figure 5. The entities in each game world partition can be processed by the respective web worker. The partitioning of game world can be either done using the vertical axis or horizontal axis or a combined one.

For vertical partition the game entities are sorted based on x-axis and equal number of entities are kept in each partitions and boundaries of partition are computed as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows the game world where non-playing entities (enemies) in game world and players are seen. For executing
the algorithm the entities along *x-coordinate* are obtained and all the entities *x-coordinate* values are sorted to define boundaries for partitions. The number of partition is equal to number of worker being employed. Each web worker event-loop is assigned all the entities for execution in one partition (rectangular region). Similarly horizontal based partition are computed based on *y-coordinate* of entities position. For two dimension approach, first entities are sorted based on either *y-coordinate* or *x-coordinate* and entities are assigned to partitions (first level). Then each partition can be further portioned (second level) based on alternate coordinate of the first one (if first level portioning was *x-coordinate* then second level will be *y-coordinate* based and so vice versa).

Locality based approach was introduced so as to avoid situation where a web worker for a web based game is not fully utilized. One of the web worker might be processing very few entities in comparison to another web worker which might be processing a huge number of entities. Periodically readjusting the web worker load based on locality effectively utilize idle web workers.

Web worker communicates the position of entities to the main thread in each game tick for graphical simulation. Web worker piggybacks additional information (*webworkerid, idofentities*) to the main thread (see Figure 4). In this case the web worker does not monitor load periodically but rather add extra information in its message to main thread. The main thread is now assigned additional responsibility of monitoring each worker load. Main thread execute the locality based algorithm periodically to compute entities assignment to web workers. Each worker is notified about the entities and their respective ids of web worker to whom these entities are to be migrated. Entities states are shared between workers using serialized objects. Figure 4 deficit the events sequence diagram for the locality based load balancing algorithm.

The main thread periodically computes entities assignment to web workers based on game entities positions along the horizontal axis in the game world. The identification number of the game entities and its newly assigned web worker is maintained in a data structure and sent to the web worker to which these entities belong. Efficient data structure such as HashMap are used for computation of entities assignment to web workers by sorting all the entities in list and assigning them equally to web worker in limited interval of time i.e a game tick (for loops based sorting algorithm were affecting the performance). The main thread transfer the data structure consisting of entity ids and workers ids to the web worker to which these entities belong.

The web worker upon reception of the data structure, serializes the entities and sends the list of entities to the main thread. The main thread sends serialized
entities to web worker based on the receiver worker id field specified in data structure. The web worker upon receiving the entities de-serializes the entities and create new entities and copy the content of the de-serialized object into new entities.

3) **Priority of entities as load balancing:** Objects in a game world can have different level of affect on gaming. Players may belong to different categories of membership i.e., gold member, silver member, non-paying members or players can have different level of earned points. Likewise enemies can also have different categories i.e., causing destruction by more than one degree of freedom or causing destruction by one mode such as throwing fire balls or
causing death of player by contact etc. These special attribute of object in a game can be mapped into priority.

As a use case enemies distance from a player was selected as a priority to distribute load between web workers. The entities close to the player have higher priority than distant entities because they are in the user view and their update rate define user perceived quality. Load is balanced by distributing highly prioritized entities to all the running workers equally.

The aim of introducing priority as a parameter to balance load among entities is that each worker executes high prioritized entities equally. The algorithm follow a similar communication mechanism as the locality based approach i.e., exchange between web workers takes place via main thread. The main thread periodically computes highly prioritized entities assignment to web workers. The priority of the game entities are piggybacked on the updates that the web worker publishes for the game tick simulation using publish subscribe.

4 Load Exchange Across Web Workers

One of the main contribution of this paper was the exchange of computation between web workers at run time using the three proposed algorithm. HTML5 concurrency model main thread distributes work among the web worker at
the start up. The web worker executes the computation using the available resources and communications between main thread and web worker takes place via the HTML5 message passing approach. In this paper a novel mechanism of offloading computation from a web worker at run time to another web worker using serialization and de-serialization technique is proposed to balance load between web workers.

To achieve the aim of offloading computation between web workers at run time JSON methods of JavaScript API were investigated. However, JSON methods i.e, \texttt{stringify} and \texttt{parse} used for serializing and de-serializing object have limitation when objects have circular dependency.

\begin{align*}
\text{JSON.stringify(entity)} & \quad \text{JSON.parse(data)}
\end{align*}

Due to limitation of JSON methods in terms of circular dependency, the CircularJSON [9] API was used to serialize and de-serialize the objects which have circular dependency.

\begin{align*}
\text{var serialized} & = \text{Circular.JSON.stringify(object)} \\
\text{var deserialized} & = \text{Circular.JSON.parse(serialized)}
\end{align*}

The entities at source web worker is serialized using CircularJSON \texttt{stringify} method. The entity is removed from scheduler of current web worker and added to a list of transferable entities. Remote event is invoked to transfer the transferable list of entities to the main thread. The main thread forward entities to specified web worker based on load balancing algorithm. When a web worker receives an entity it de-serializes it and cloning function is invoked to create new entities. A deep copy function is initiated to copy the object content to the newly created entity. After cloning the entity, it is then added to this new web worker event loop (scheduler).

\begin{align*}
\text{entityclone(newobject, deserializedobject)}
\end{align*}

5 \textbf{Criteria for Entity Selection}

Entities that needed to be migrated from one worker to another worker had to be selected through a fair mechanism. If fairness among the entities is not ensured then there is a possibility that some entities had to migrate between web workers more frequently. The load balancing algorithm employed picks objects for migration with out following any specific criteria and their is possibility that some entities can be picked again for migration which would
affect the simulation of such entities. All the entities have uniform probability and a random entity can be picked at a worker for migration. Let \( F(x) \) denote CDF and \( x \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( F : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow [0, 1] \).

\[
F(x) = P(X \leq x)
\]

and its inverse CDF is

\[
x = F^{-1}(F(x))
\]  

(1)

In order to modify the random entities selection criteria so that entities are not picked again for migration. A method was defined to construct the probability mass function (PMF) for each worker. The new method of constructing PMF is based on the wait time of entities at worker before being migrated. Equation 2 was introduced as procedure to obtain individual probability of an entity of being picked.

\[
Pr(\text{entity}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(t_i - t_o)} * S}
\]  

(2)

where \((t_i - t_o)\) represent the age (wait time).

Equation 3 gives a procedure to construct the probability mass function of entities at the worker. Where \( S_k \) is the normalization factor for an \( k \)th entity. Equation 1 can then be used to select an entity for migration.

\[
\sum Pr(\text{entity}_k) = S_k \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left[ \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(t_i - t_o)}} - \frac{1}{2} \right] . 2 = 1
\]  

(3)

if \( t_i \rightarrow \infty \) then

\[
S_k \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left[ \frac{1}{1 + 0} - \frac{1}{2} \right] . 2 = 1
\]

\[ S.N = 1 \Rightarrow S = \frac{1}{N} \]

When \( S = \frac{1}{N} \) is a special case of probability of being picked when all the entity have a uniform distribution. It means each entity will have an equal probability of being picked.

On the contrary, at any instant of time \( t \) each entity will have different age and each will have different probability of being picked for migration. The entities which are newest at the web worker will have lowest probability of being picked up as compared to the ones which are oldest as shown in Figure 6. The figure shows 6 entities and each have a different age. Older entity have a more larger probability of being selected than the younger ones.
Selecting entities based on age enable entities with higher probability to be selected more often for migration using all the algorithm mentioned for load balancing.

6 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, the quality of the game play experience using simulation loop jitters profile was analysed using average timeliness and mean frames per second (FPS) for all entities to quantify the average game quality. An overview of the performance evaluation metrics are presented as follows.

- **Priority:** Multimedia application game entities are executed within each loop iteration. In Doha [1], priority was introduced as a relative factor among game entities to schedule order of events execution. Players are the main actor in a game, and their executions and updates are most critical performance indicator of perceived game experience. All the entities in the game play are assigned execution priority based on its distance.
from an active player. Priority was defined as real value between 0.0 and 1.0. Players themselves are also entity and always has a highest priority. The priority assigned to the other entities updates events is inversely proportional to their distance from the closest player. Figures 7–9 show the performance of entities whose execution are scheduled based on its distance from player i.e., in terms of priority.

- **Jitter:** Jitter is the difference from the expected tick time. In 30 FPS game, each entity is expected to have a tick every 33 millisecond. If tick happened after 40 millisecond, then we have jitter of 7 millisecond. More jitter means the entity is not meeting its deadlines. In general, it is expected that high priority entities to have less jitter and more FPS.

\[
Jitter = \lambda - (t_n - t_{n-1})
\]

where

- \( \lambda \) denotes expected inter-arrival time (33 millisecond in 30 FPS)
- \( t_{n-1} \) denotes time for previous tick
- \( t_n \) denotes time for recent tick

![Figure 7 Jitter](image-url)
Frames per second (FPS): The frames per second is the number of iterations of the simulation loop. In a typical multimedia application, we have 30 Frames Per Second (FPS) which means that we refresh the screen with updated content 30 times in each second (every 33.3 millisecond). This rate goes up to 60 frames per second. This concept is common in different multimedia applications, such as video, animation, and games. In traditional RAPT, all game entities updates are executed in each frame. In RAPT, the display loop frames which kept running at 30 frames per second is separated from the simulation loop frames (which update the state of game objects). So high priority entities will get executed (scheduled) in each cycle while less important entities (e.g., far from players) will be updated less frequently (cancelled if not executed by next tick). The average frames per second is an indicator which averages how many ticks on average each entity received per second (over all entities high priority and low priority). FPS is just measurement of how many updates happened for each entity in a second and taking the average over all entities.
• **Events Cancellation ratio:** Event Cancellation ratio is a metric to show the throughput of the event loop. The cancellation ratio increases when the frame duration is not enough to update all entities. Lower events cancellation ratio indicates better performance and higher cancellation ratio indicates performance degradation.

A set of experiment were carried out on a PC with following specifications i.e., Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS, Google Chrome Version 39.0.2171.95 (64-bit), Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v2 @ 2.60 GHz (8 Cores) and RAM of 16 GB.

The performance of three proposed algorithm was compared with DOHA parallel execution model. A tough playing (hard) scenario of game was used so that the workers and main thread have huge amount load in order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. The jitter profile is worst for one worker scenario as game loop iterate over all game entities in each frame leading to a large delay in processing each frame. With increase in workers the jitter
improves from 250 msec to approximately 80 msec for all of load balancing algorithm as shown in Figure 7.

Event Cancellation ratio is a metric to show the throughput of the event-loop. Figure 8 show the event cancellation ratio for the algorithm. In case of 1 worker the event loop throughput is worst because the frame duration is not enough to update all entities for the hard scenario of game (more entities and high difficult level of game). An increase in the number of workers clearly shows improvement in event cancellation ratio. The Scheduler based load balancing algorithm exhibit better performance in terms of event cancellation ratio because the workers load were balanced based on the scheduler throughput. In case of two worker the scheduler based load balancing algorithm have better event cancellation ratio (least) as the frame duration is much better utilized to process all entities than the other scenario. As the number of workers are increased such as three, four, five and six, the event cancellation reaches lower end. Because now the events are not cancelled and all the algorithms have similar performance in terms of event cancellation ratio for number of workers more than two.

In Figure 9 improvement is seen for frames per second when the number of worker is increased from one worker to three workers. As the workers are increased further to six workers as shown in Figure 10 concurrent execution don’t show further improvement. The reason is due to excessive communication between main thread and web workers. The three load balancing based concurrent execution algorithms has a higher overhead of communication than DOHA [1] concurrent execution algorithm. The periodic balancing of load and load exchange between web worker increases the communication overhead.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Three load balancing concurrent execution approaches were implemented and tested to achieve better game quality. This work presents load-balancing algorithms between web workers using parameters such as scheduler throughput, computation priority and game entity locality. Preliminary results indicated that the performance of game improved with effective load balancing across web workers. Although periodic load balancing decisions for higher number of web workers added extra communication overhead which resulted in degradation of (FPS). Employing reactive load balancing techniques and modifying the communication pattern between workers and main thread are potential for improvement of the concurrency performance. In future work it is aimed to employ a reactive load balancing technique and up-gradation
of communication pattern to improve the performance of the concurrent execution of web browser execution.
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